Abstract-in this paper, a new design method of robust optimal proportional-integral (PI) controller with saturation characteristic is presented for different processes. Closed-loop feedback system is the nonlinear robust control system which can be equivalently transformed into robust linear switch system (RLSS) or robust autonomous switch system (RASS). The nonlinear robust optimal control problem can be equivalently transformed into nonlinear constraint optimization (NLCO) problem via the common Lyapunov functions (CLF) theorem, interval polynomial stable criterion and inference, and Lyapunov theorem. Therefore, robust optimal PI controller with saturation characteristic is obtained from solving the NLCO problem. Simulation results show the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed design method.
characteristic is brought into the feedback system. Therefore, the control system could not be considered as purely linear system when saturation link can not be ignored. Inspired by reference [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , this paper presents a design method of robust optimal PI controller with saturation characteristic for the different process. Feedback control system is equivalently transformed into uncertain linear switch system (ULSS) or uncertain autonomous switch system (UASS). Robust optimal control problem can be equivalently transformed into NLCO problem via CLF theorem, interval polynomial stable criterion and inference, and Lyapunov theorems. Thus, robust optimal PI controllers with saturation link are got by solving NLCO problem. This paper is arranged as follows: In Section.2, the preliminary and robust optimal control problem statements are introduced. In Section.3, optimal design procedures for second-order process are presented. In Section.4, robust optimal PI controllers and simulation results are presented, and effects of saturated slope on dynamic performances are studied, rejection ability of parameters perturbation of different tuning methods is discussed. In Section.5, some conclusions are made.
II. PRELIMINARY AND OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM STATEMENTS

Preliminary:
The following common Lyapunov functions theorem, interval polynomial stable criterion, and Lyapunov theorems are used to design robust optimal PI controller with saturation characteristic. Common Lyapunov Functions Theorem [1] [2] [3] : for the any linear switch system Π, and then sufficient and necessary conditions for Π holding asymptotical stable (belong to stable linear switch system H s ) under arbitrary given switch signal σ are that: for all the subsystem of linear switch system Π has identical common Lyapunov function, and that is to say, following relationships should be satisfied:
: ( ) ( Where function H j (q)=F j (a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a n ) is the j-th order Hurwitz determinant of interval polynomial P(s,q). The detail proofs of interval polynomial theorem.1 and inference.1 can be founded in [15, 33] . Optimal control problem statements: PI/PID controller is widely used in actual industrial fields, Measurement unit, amplifier unit, and actuator unit of the control system have the maximum and minimum output range, therefore sensors or actuators naturally appear the saturation characteristics. Thus, PI/PID controller will has the minimum and maximum output range in actual control system. PI/PID controller in actual system will appear saturation characteristic. Most of the PI/PID controller design methods in do not consider saturation characteristic of feedback control system. This paper presents a new design method of robust optimal PI controller with saturation characteristic for different processes. The feedback control system in Fig.1 shows that robust optimal PI controller with saturation characteristic will affect system performances. Meanwhile feedback system in Fig.1 is already not linear system, and becomes a standard nonlinear system. Therefore, the nonlinear optimal control problem for robust PI controller with saturation characteristic can be expressed as: (1) robust optimal PI controller with the saturation characteristic makes the performance index minimized; (2) robust optimal PI controller with saturation characteristic can stabilize the control system when the system parameters of feedback system appear large perturbation. Without losing generality, general second-order process is presented to illustrate the design procedures of the proposed method's saturated robust optimal PID controller. Then the feedback system can be described by following equations Where symbol a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 are the uncertain system parameters of the transfer function G p (s) with known bounded real, a is the threshold, k is the saturated slope, α is saturated slope angle, h is maximum output of saturation link, G c (s) is PI controller, δ is the differential operator, G p (s) is controlled plant, r(t) is command signal, e(t) is control error, u(t) is the output of robust PI controller, u s (t) control signal, and y(t) is control system's output. For the symbol simplicity, uncertain system parameters a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 is equivalently expressed as following forms Where system parameters a j,0 , b l,0 (j=1,2; l=1,2) are nominal system parameters of controlled process G p (s), Δ a,j , Δ b,l are absolutely uncertain perturbation (AUP) of system parameters a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 . Sometimes, system parameters have large differences between numerical values, and then the relatively uncertain perturbation (RUP) is brought to depict the system parameters' perturbation comparison. Then the RUP of system parameters a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 can be obtained as following
Then feedback control system in Fig.1 is equivalently divided into following three cases: 
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Where Q is the control weight matrix, and at least is a positive semi-definite real symmetric matrix, H asss is the set of ASSS.
Constraint (1) 
H H
The performance index J and various constraints of robust optimal control problem are equivalently transformed into the algebra corresponding constraint, therefore the robust optimal control problem is transformed into nonlinear constraint optimization (NLCO) problem via the CLF theorem, interval polynomial stable criterion and inference, and Lyapunov theorems. Finally, robust optimal PI controller with saturation characteristic can be obtained by solving following NLCO problem * * * , response and dynamic performances of feedback control system when system parameters perturb in certain bounded range. The step response results of the robust optimal PI controller with saturation link are presented for the nominal process.1 and nominal process.2, which are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively under various saturated parameters: the maximum output h and saturated slope k. For the nominal process.1 and process.2, step response results of the proposed method show smoothly response curve with good dynamic performances, and they show a small delay time, rise time, and setting time without any overshoot. Effects of saturated slope k on dynamic performances are studied. Fig.2-3 obviously shows that dynamic performances of robust optimal PI controllers for the nominal process.1 and process.2 are affected by the saturated slope k. For nominal process.1, increasing saturated slope k will reduce response velocity of feedback system, and the rise time, delay time, and setting time of feedback system will be increased, as well as the overshoot will be reduced. On the contrary, reducing the saturated slope k will increase feedback system's response velocity, and rise time, delay time, and setting time of closed-loop feedback system will be reduced, as well as the overshoot will be increase. For the nominal process.2, the saturated slope k has complex effects on dynamic performances of feedback system. Increasing saturated slope k will first reduce response velocity of feedback system, after that will finally increasing the response velocity of feedback system. Dynamic performances and system parameters perturbation robustness (SPPR) of various tuning methods are discussed. Table. 2 shows dynamic performances of nominal process.1-2 and perturbed process.1-2 (seen as Appendix) when various tuning methods are used to compared with rejection ability of system parameters perturbation. The proposed method shows good response curve and dynamic performances when the nominal process.1-2 appear large uncertain perturbations of system parameters. Z-N method shows good response curve and dynamic performances when the nominal process.1-2 appear large uncertain perturbations of system parameters as well. However, Z-N method shows the largest rising time and setting time for the nominal process.1 and perturbed process.1. Thus, the proposed method can provide good performances for different processes. Simulation results show effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed method. This paper presents a new design method of robust optimal PI controller with the saturation link for different processes. Feedback control system could be equivalently transformed into uncertain linear switch system (ULSS) or uncertain autonomous switch system (UASS), which is the standard uncertain nonlinear system. Then the nonlinear robust optimal control problem is equivalently transformed into the NLCO problem via common Lyapunov functions theorem, interval polynomial stable criterion and inference, and Lyapunov theorems. Thus, robust optimal PI controllers with saturation characteristic can be obtained by solving the NLCO problem. System response and dynamic performances will be affected by the control weight matrix Q, the maximum output h, and saturated slope k.
Effects of saturated slope k on dynamic performances are studied. For nominal process.1, increasing saturated slope k will reduce response velocity of feedback system, and the rise time, delay time, and setting time of feedback system will be increased, as well as the overshoot will be reduced. On the contrary, reducing the saturated slope k will increase feedback system's response velocity, and rise time, delay time, and setting time of closed-loop feedback system will be reduced, as well as the overshoot will be increase. For the nominal process.2, saturated slope k has complex effects on dynamic performances of feedback system. Increasing saturated slope k will first reduce response velocity of feedback system, after that will finally increasing the response velocity of feedback system. System response, dynamic performances, and system parameters perturbation robustness (SPPR) are discussed as well. Simulation results show the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed method.
